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Let d and 1 be systems of k and I element subsets of an n element set respec- 
tively. Suppose that A n B # 0 for all A E @‘, BEG?‘. It is proved that l&l \.G&? < 
(;:f)(;::), whenever n>2k+l-2 (k>I). 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the classical theorems in extremal set theory is the following: 
THEOREM A. If d is a subset system of a finite set M, satisfying the 
conditions 
Aj d Aj,AinAj#@, IA;1 Gk if A,,AjEd (i#j) 
where 2k<n= INI then IdI =mb(;x:) (see Cl]). 
This theorem of Erdos, Ko, and Rado has been generalized by several 
authors. The following generalization is due to Kleitman [Z]. 
THEOREM B. Zf d and ~23 are subset systems of a finite set JV satisfying 
the conditions 
jAinB,I #O, IAil =k, lB,l =I for Aim& andB,E93, 
where k+l<n= I.&“( and IdI >(;I:) then IL%?‘( < ;I,‘). 
Actually in [2], Kleitman proves a stronger theorem. 
Among the most useful tools in extremal set theory, we have the 
Kruskal-Katona theorem. As Daykin observed, Theorem A follows easily 
from it (see [S]). 
Let d be a k-uniform subset system of 1. dkP, denotes the family of 
subsets Cwith (CI=k-1 and CcA forsomeAE&.If ldl=misfixed, 
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then the Kruskal-Katona theorem gives us a difficult formula for the 
minimum of l&k- iI. But we also have an optimal construction (see [4]). 
Let us fix an order ui,..., u, of ~9”. 
DEFINITION. We call a subset system d first with [&‘I = m if it is first 
among the m element subset systems (we are talking about k uniform 
systems) with respect to the lexicographic order, i.e., if it consists of the first 
m k-sets. (Here (vii ,..., uik)< (ujl ,..., uik) iff for some d and for all q> d 
i, = j, and i,< j,). So the first (;I :) k-sets are exactly the k-subsets of 
(0 1 ,..., on- 1). 
THEOREM C. Among the k uniform subset systems L$ in N with IL&‘/ = m 
fixed, I& LI is minimal for the first system. 
We shall use this theorem and the method of cyclic permutations to prove 
the following new theorem: 
THEOREM. If d and @ are subset systems of a finite set JV, satisfying the 
conditions 
then 
(1) ifk>l, 2k+l-2<n then 1~41 IGJ( <(;: 
(2) ifk=l, 2kdn then (s? l&J/ <(;I:)‘. 
‘) I 7 
2. PROOF OF THE FIRST PART 
LEMMA 2.1. It is enough to prove the theorem for k- and I-umform 
systems. 
Proof: We make use of the well-known Sperner operation. Let k > r = 
min(IAlIAE&‘), w=(Al IZ~, IAl=r), W’+‘=(the r+l element sets in 
.N containing some elements of 9?). It easily follows that 
d’ = (d\se) u w+ l is a Sperner system and for A’ E &‘, BE 33, 
A’nB#@. By a trivial lemma of Sperner (see [S]) 19Pf11 > 
((n-r)/(r+ 1))/9?l 2 19l. Replacing 9 by %?‘+l in d is the Sperner 
operation. Applying the operation for d and 9 iteratively we get the 
uniform systems JZ’* and g* satisfying the conditions of our theorem with 
WI IWI < IJJ$*I IB’*I. I 
From now on & and 93 will be k- and l-uniform system, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.2. It is enough to prove the theorem when d = (A( A E &‘) (or 
~=(BIBELTf?)) isfirst. 
Proof. Let (d),=(X\Xc.M, 1X1=/ 3A~g: XcA) (Z<n-k). If we 
have d fixed, then the maximal g consists of the Z-sets not in (d),. If 
Id1 = 12’1 is fixed then by Theorem C, (d), is minimal if d is first. So we 
can reach the maximum of l&J I&@‘( with d being first. The same is true 
for 3. i 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf J&j >(;ri) andd isfirst then v,EBfor all BE~#. 
ProoJ The first (;I i) = (;I:) (n - k)-sets are all the (n - k) subsets of 
M\{ u,) and their subsets are not in 93. All the others contain v,. 
Proof of Part (1) 
If l&l 1931 2(;::)(;1~) then either 1~41 >(;I!) or )gI >(;I:). Let us 
suppose that IdI 2 (;I i ), d is first so v, E B for all BE 93. We denote the 
set of pairs ((A, B) 1 A E &‘$, BE 98) by d x 92. It suffices to prove that 
(z::)(;:i) = (&’ x 93’( 2 Id x 2Y = Id1 1~21, where d’ and 8’ consist of 
the k- and I- sets in JV containing v,, respectively. Let us define C, = 
((A, B)lIAnBl =m, (A, B)E&xX) and CL with a similar definition for 
&’ x 93’. Now we have d x %Y = lJi C, and &’ x 49’ = u{ CL. It suffices to 
prove that IC,,I < ICkl for m = l,..., 1. 
DEFINITION. Let us consider n equidistant points on a circle. By a cyclic 
permutation n of the set JV we mean an arrangement of its elements at the 
points, where two arrangements represent the same permutation if we 
might obtain one from another by turning the circle. The set of all cyclic 
permutations of M is denoted by y+-. 
DEFINITION. k consecutive elements of .M in rc E qV- are called a k-block 
of n. In the case k < n the meaning of the notion endpoints of a block is 
clear. We call the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions negative and 
positive, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A pair JA, B/E C, /m = I,..., I/ has a representation in 
rt E 6Piy- if A and B are blocks in rc and B contains the negative endpoint of 
the block A. 
By simple counting we obtain that a pair (A, B) E C, has exactly 
(n-k-I-m)!(k-m)!(Z-m)!m! representations in the permutations 
7c E 9’. This number is the same for all pairs in C, or CL. So it suffices to 
prove that the number of representations of pairs in C, is less than or 
equal to the same number for C:, in each 7c E ~7~ (m = l,..., I). 
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LEMMA 2.4. If (Ai, B;)E C, (i= l,..., t) are represented in XE.Y~- then 
n:=, tAinBi)fC3. 
Proof v, is an element of all the blocks B,. 2k + I- 2 d n and k > 1, so 
21+ k - 2 G n as well, so we have a negative extreme block B, which con- 
tains the negative endpoints of all the blocks Bj. Now the positive endpoint 
p of B1 is, of course, in the intersection of the blocks Bi. If p $ Ai for some 
i < t, then A i contains the negative endpoint of B, , for B, and Ai are blocks 
in rc with Ai n B, # a, so Ai, Bi, and B, cover the set M, a contradiction 
(2Z+k-2<n). 1 
See Figs. 1 and 2. 
Let us consider a certain TT E .YV and the blocks A ( and B,! containing u, 
with IA: n B:l = m. From the definition of CL we know that the pairs 
(A!, Bi) are exactly the pairs in CL having representation in rc. 
By Lemma 2.4 there are at least as much representations of pairs in CL 
in any rc as of pairs in C,. 
For l&g1 > (;I:) and g first we might prove the theorem in the same 
way. I 
3. PROOF OF THE SECOND PART 
By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 we might suppose that & and %9 are k uniform 
systems and d is first, where I&‘1 2 IWI. 




LEMMA 3.1. Under the conditions of our theorem (part (2)) ld( + 1.~81 < 
(;) holds. 
Proof. Let us consider the cyclic permutations of N. Among the 
(n - l)! cyclic permutations there are exactly k!(n -k)! in which a certain 
k-subset of JV forms a block of consecutive elements. If A E S! forms a 
block in rc then the k elements of M neighbouring A from negative side do 
not correspond to any element B of B. So if we have t bn blocks 
corresponding to elements of ~2, then we also have at least t blocks which 
do not correspond to elements of s?‘, i.e., the number of blocks formed by 
elements of ral and .G@ (we count them with multiplicity) is at most n in any 
XEPP~-. So we have (n-l)! n>k! (n-k)! (IJzZ~+~S?I) bycountingall the 
blocks in the permutations rc E qa-, formed by elements of d and $8. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. If[~%‘l>(;::)+(;::)+ ... +(“,L;‘)for t=(l,...,k) then, 
supposing ~2 isfirst, we have (v,,..., v,_,+,)cB~%? and jS?l <(;I;). 
Proof: The first (;I:)+ ... +(;:;)=(;::)+ ... +(;I:) (n--)-sets 
(which are in d) contain all the k element sets not containing 
(V”,..., on-,+ 1 ) and as simple counting shows IS?1 < (;I;). 1 
LEMMA 3.3. If IdI 3 (;I i) + (;I:) then the second statement of our 
theorem is valid. 
ProoJ Let (;I:)+ ... +(;r;)<l&l<(;zi)+ ... +(“k:;l), I f  ~2 is 
first then by Lemma(3.2) we have lS# <(1;-::)<2’-‘(;:t) using 2k<n. 
We know that I&[ < (t + l)(z: i) and for t > 3 2’-’ >, t + 1 holds. It implies 
I@‘1 lBl<(;::)2 for t>3. For t=2 IAl<(;:~)(l+~+++) and 
/Bl,<*(;~i). It suffices to show that (k- 1)(3n-2k-2),<(n- l)2. Let 
us define r by n= 2k+ r. Easy computation shows that the above 
inequality is equivalent to 
1<2k+rk+r’+r. 
This follows from r > 0 and k > 1. 1 
Proof of Part (2) 
Using the above lemmas we might suppose that (2: t) G IAl -C 
(;I:)+ (;I:), 2. f 1s irst, U, E B for all BE g. All the (n - k)-sets not contain- 
ing u, are in 2 so all the k-sets containing u, are in A. 
d is first so the sets in ~2 not containing v, contain v,-, for )&I -C 
(;::)+(;::). Let us omit the sets in & containing u,. If we delete v,-i 
from the remaining ones, we obtain a (k - 1) uniform subset system db of 
(0 1 T.--Y u,-~). We have (dl= lz4,I + (;I i). Omitting the sets in SY that con- 
tain both u, and v, _ r and deleting v, from the remaining ones we obtain a 
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(k- 1) uniform subset system a0 of (u,,..., u, -*). We have (LB/ < IL&[ + 
(;I:) and of course IL!~I~/ < (;I:). 
Now Id l~l~(b4l +(;~:))(l%l +(;:r~))=(Il-:)(;r:)+l~~l(kn_f)+ 
I4l(l%l + (;I:)) Q (;:$)(;I:) + (1~4 + I~ol)(~~ ;). For the systems do 
and .C&, we have A0 n BO # @ if A, E LX&, B, E $I0 (it follows easily from the 
definitions). Applying lemma (3.1) we obtain (IS&~ + Is%J) < (;I T) so 
IdI l9q < (;zy2 I . 
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